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Through our thoughts, therefore our choices, we

shape our life’s actions for good, for apathy or

for evil. Unlike much of the animal world,

humanity has choices for the direction of their

life. Our free will allows us far greater freedom if

we choose to think critically.

Our choices of following the herd blindly, often

with very serious consequences, or think for

ourselves, is described in the Bible. From

Matthew 7:13-14 “Enter at the narrow gate, for

wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads

to destruction, and there are many who are

going through it, 14 because small is the gate

and narrow is the way which leads to life, and

there are few who find it”. That small gate may

be defined as the life that is open to those who

are willing to think critically and use their God-

given free will for good.

Thinking clearly and developing a commitment

to find truth on any subject does not depend on

one’s level of education. The science of the

physical, material world has been presented in

the education system as the true and sole

reality in the past few centuries, particularly in

the West. Dr. Rudolf Steiner (1865-1925), was a

great philosopher who devoted his entire life in

an almost superhuman commitment to bringing

the reality of the science of spirituality to an

industrial, material world. The two perceptions

of the world, spiritual science and material

science, have seemed incongruent in the last
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few centuries of human history. The arrogant,

close-minded, profit-driven, intellectual could

only conceive the material world and was

contrived through the education system to scoff

at the concept of the science of spirit. The

science of the material world does have great

value and important truths. Unfortunately, very

few scientists realize there is a deeper, non-

physical element, a true understanding of the

cosmos.

Comprehending the unseen spiritual reality can

begin with a deeper understanding of our

physical body. We are much more than our

physical body made of up organs, cells,

molecules, atoms and sub-atomic particles.

With very high powered microscopes we can

see a kind of fog which is actually energy in the

form of a wave or particle made up of pure

invisible vibrations. Energy is released in these

vibrations. Albert Einstein said that all matter is

organized energy, that energy and matter are

interchangeable. Since the body has mass, it is

energy. We are not solid but are a latticework of

energies of vibrational frequencies. In other

words, our physical body is dense energy. In

fact, all of creation is, at its essence, energy.

Our physical body, our energy bodies contain

information. Our experiences, our conscious

and subconscious memories are all stored, in

the smallest detail, in the various levels of the

energy bodies of our physical body. Each cell in
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the body is a sender and receiver of information

and energy. Further, we all have the potential to

read the energy field of others. This exchange

of energetic information is what creates

emotional reactions to individuals without

having interacted with them consciously. Our

slightest shift of mood is picked up,

infinitesimally, by every cell, which means that

we do not think with your brain alone — all 50

trillion cells in our body actively share our

thoughts. This is one level at which we can be

defined as spiritually all one. Spiritual science

is the open-minded commitment to

understanding the principles of the cosmos,

laws of creation and human spiritual interaction.

Profound beauty can emerge for humanity from

our understanding of the vast potential of

greater consciousness and spiritual awareness.

What limiting material science could possibly

match this exquisite gift of our God given

reality?

When spiritual science is fundamental to an

understanding of who we really are, why has it

been ignored? What has been holding us back

from understanding that we are both physical

and spiritual? Why has this knowledge and its

practical applications for our lives been

suppressed? Since we are all one on an

energetic level, why are we living in such

ignorance and fear? The understanding of

spiritual science, the science of the unseen
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reality, is under the control of those who wish to

maintain ultimate power over humanity.

One of many manipulative trends was set

starting in the 1960s. For example, in April,

1966, Time magazine had an edition cover

entitled, “God is Dead”. What an extraordinarily

ugly and hopeless image. That concept had

deep consequences for the beliefs of humanity

and the direction of societal behaviors.

There is a small group of families who control

the most powerful institutions globally. They

have maintained their controls through

manipulation of finances, health, education,

media, food and more. They have created

humanity’s perception of the physical world.

This has been the case for hundreds of years.

Who are these manipulators? The answer may

be revealed in the Bible.

Revelations 2:9  “I know the works, and

tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I

know the blasphemy and them which say they

are Jews, and art not, but are the synagogue of

Satan”.

Revelations 3:9 “Behold, I will make them of the

synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews,

and are not, but do lie, behold, I will make them

to come and worship before they feet, and to

know that I have loved thee”.
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What is the basis of their controls? What

inspires individual creative thought? Classical

education, humanity’s greatest levels of

creativity in literature, art and music have

virtually been taken out of the education

system. Was growing ignorance of what

distinguishes us as more fully human based on

educational policies? Was educational policy, at

all levels, deliberately sabotaged to make for a

duller, more apathetic, easily manipulated

population?  To control vast numbers of people,

they must have far less knowledge of all

subjects than those who choose to manipulate.

Inspiring the mindset, the arrogance in belief of

intellectual superiority of many academics,

doctors, media, politicians, financiers, etc. is an

effort to secure the compliance to their

authority and power over the population.

In spite of institutionalized controls courageous

scientists have advanced in many way including

free energy and forms of energy medicine to

name just a few. The results have not always

been positive.

Win-win – Support this work: Stop supporting

the globalists and the big box stores while

buying from a source you can trust, The

Freedom Buying Club! You can buy every day

products from cleaning supplies that detox your
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home to fluoride free toothpaste. Now they also

offer the highest quality USDA prime beef

without hormones and antibiotic free from cows

raised humanely in the pasture without mRNA

vaccines shipped right to your home. Learn

more about the Freedom Buying Club:  Use this

link and be confident you are buying the best!

Nikola Tesla, was a genius, the inventor of

alternating current and patent holder of over

1400 patents. With the financial backing of J.P.

Morgan, Tesla conducted experiments resulting

in free energy, utilizing radiation from the sun.

He could bring down ions from the ionosphere

that could provide free and limitless energy to

power our world. Morgan could not financially

profit from these discoveries so he withdrew his

financial support and in 1917, destroyed Tesla’s

Wardencliffe Tower and most of his scientific

papers. Nikola Tesla and humanity was robbed

of perhaps the single most important scientific

advance in human history. From Tesla’s hotel

room in New York City, where he died in 1943,

his papers were taken by the FBI. John Trump,

President Donald Trump’s uncle, a MIT

professor, had access to these documents.

Many people who tried to further free renewable

energy have been killed. From the site

TheWarAgainstYou a video and transcript is

available detailing some (326) of those

murdered.

https://freedombuyingclub.com/
https://freedombuyingclub.com/
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This kind of murderous greed has been the

response to advances in other fields including

medical innovations.

Dr. Valerie V. Hunt (1916-2014) was Professor

Emeritus of Physiological Science at UCLA. She

was a scientist and author of several books

including, “Infinite Mind Science of the Human

Vibrations and Consciousness.”  Her

understanding of the human energy field

allowed her to develop the AuraMeter. This

device could record pre-disease energetic

frequencies in the body. With this knowledge,

many early stage health destroying conditions

could have be eradicated before the damage

was done.

These innovations and many more did not get

their rightful place in human advancement.

Where would humanity be right now if all of

these advances had been fully utilized? Any one

of these brilliant scientific or spiritual

advancements would have transformed our

world.

Those who are motivated by greed and power

with their limitless contempt for humanity have

held tightly to their reins of power. The

destruction and withholding positive

technological evolution and spiritual

understanding from humanity has led us to a

world of unfathomable degradation, pain, and

many, many wars through lies.  They have
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owned all outlets of knowledge of our world,

until recently. The explosion of truth is now

changing the dynamic.

“Great men are they who see that the spiritual

is stronger than any material force, that

thoughts rule the world.”                     Ralph

Waldo Emerson

The transition to an understanding of truth is a

slight perception of reality away. A gesture, a

few truthful words can change an entire

perspective. However, until we acknowledge

God and the power beyond our own primitive

Western view of humanity, the truth is reluctant

to reveal itself. Furthermore, the powers that lie

within spirituality are uncontrollable by those

who attempt to control humanity. The rituals

that aboriginal cultures practice engage these

spiritual powers for the good of their people.

Through these rituals they gain guidance and

assistance from the spiritual world in all

aspects of life. It may be time for all of us to

view reality from a renewed perspective.

Proverbs 18:10  “The name of the Lord is a

strong tower; the righteous man runs into it and

is safe.”

See more information on great products,

including the C60 BlackSeed Oil Gel Caps,

Telomere Lengthening, Zeolite Detox, and much

more @ http://SarahWestall.com/Shop
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